RMS Professional Services

HOW CAN WE HELP YOU?

RMS Professional Services
addresses your concerns and
maximizes the value of RMS(one)
with a focus on risk strategy and
business transformation. We work
closely with you to understand your
business challenges and develop
resilient risk management strategies
and solutions that optimize
performance, processes, and
information exchange.
Contact
ProfessionalServices@rms.com
for a free consultation.

MARKET CHALLENGES AND
OPPORTUNITIES
Industry changes and pressure from
market convergence and competition
have become a catalyst for insurers,
reinsurers, and brokers to transform
their businesses and differentiate
in new ways. Prudent expansion
into new markets, compliance
with additional regulatory scrutiny,
developing proprietary views of risk,
and adapting to and implementing
technological advances are top-ofmind concerns for our clients.
RISK STRATEGY AND BUSINESS
TRANSFORMATION
RMS Professional Services
experts advise, design, develop,
and implement solutions for
global insurers, reinsurers, and
brokers. From risk management
best practices to technology
implementation and managed
services, our solutions help increase
your competitive edge, sustain
profitable growth, and drive
efficiency across your organization.

•

Implement methodologies and
design processes to measure risk,
uncertainty, and key performance
indicators

•

Design best practice processes for
managing catastrophe risk

•

Build strategies and design costeffective solutions that improve
underwriting decisions

•

Proactively address technology
and regulatory changes and
evolving market conditions

Business Transformation’s Focus
•

Align corporate vision and mission
with tactical objectives

•

Close operations efficiency gaps
based on analyses of resource
capability, the enterprise
environment, technology usage,
and the current business process

•

Develop best practice
portfolio, program, and project
management frameworks
and enterprise-wide project
management office structures to
manage transformation

Risk Strategy’s Focus
ABOUT RMS
RMS is transforming the insurance
industry’s understanding and
quantification of risk by delivering
the world’s leading catastrophe risk
models in a real-time risk management
environment. Driven by innovation and
backed by 25 years of risk management
expertise, RMS solutions are trusted,
reliable benchmarks for strategic risk
pricing, management, and transfer.

•

Maximize RMS(one) value and
time-to-market via adoption
services

•

Define performance indicators
that measure performance against
targets

•

Better understand how
catastrophe risk and inherent
uncertainty affect your business

•

•

Learn the best method to build
and validate your view of risk
in RMS(one) based on your
exposure

Design and build RMS(one) and
other system integration that
supports transformation and
drives efficiency

•

Engage managed services for data
cleansing and risk analysis
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